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Abstract
Critical infrastructure such as the transportation, power generation, water supply, telecommunications, security 
and health services/systems, etc. are essential for providing a reliable flow of goods and services, crucial to the 
functioning of the economy and society. These infrastructures are closely linked and dependent on one another, 
and these interdependencies need to be modelled in order to analyse the disruptions and vulnerabilities of 
critical infrastructure networks as a whole. With increased, investment and complexity in the coupling of gas and 
electricity network, limitations and vulnerabilities of the coupled networks are becoming increasingly relevant 
to the operational planning of the critical infrastructures. Current modelling of a coupled gas and electricity 
network will be used in conjunction with nation input-output interdependency model to model physical critical 
infrastructures and critical infrastructure interdependencies, respectively. This research work will tackle two 
possible scenarios that might happen in the gas network while evaluating the cascading impact both in the 
physical model perspective and input-output interdependency model perspective. The results will provide insights 
on how disruption in the gas network affects the electricity grid and its corresponding economic impact on all 
economic sectors in a nation.

Keywords: Critical infrastructure, interdependency, coupling of multiple networks, electrical network, gas pipe 
network, input-output model, economic impact, disruption and vulnerability
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INTRODUCTION
In spite of the progress in global/national development and advancements in technology, the world has 
seen an alarming increase in human and economic losses due to catastrophic events, either natural or man-
made. The higher levels and complexities of human and economic activities, the massive urbanization 
especially with the emergence of megacities in Asia, as well as the relationships among nations in the 
globalized world, may have also changed the character of these disasters, giving rise to some unique 
and non-traditional risk management issues. In these events, the disruption or physical damage on 
critical infrastructure can have a crippling effect with cascading failures within the infrastructural 
network, resulting in severe impact on human health, safety, the economy, and even loss of life. Critical 
infrastructure such as the transportation, power generation, water supply, telecommunications, security 
and health services/systems, etc. are essential for providing a reliable flow of goods and services crucial 
to the functioning of the economy and society. These infrastructures are closely linked and dependent on 
one another, and these interdependencies need to be modelled in order to analyse the disruptions and 
vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure networks as a whole.

With the increasing investment and complexity in the coupling of gas and electricity network, limitations 
and vulnerabilities of the coupled networks are becoming increasingly relevant to the operational planning 
of the critical infrastructures. This is especially problematic when the multiple critical infrastructures of 
different characteristic and scale are considered, and their failure propagation and disruption analysis 
critical for the stakeholder[1,2]. Thus, it is essential to model and analyse the impact of the interdependency 
between the gas and electricity infrastructure networks. The specific aim/scope of this research plan is to 
model realistic multi-sectoral physical infrastructures such as gas and electricity physical infrastructure 
networks with open-source data, simulating the cascading failure of the two infrastructure networks 
and the evaluation of cascading economic failure/disruption impact using critical infrastructure 
interdependency model.

For this research, Singapore will be used as a case study example. As of 2017, Singapore has a population of 
around 5.7 million with a population density of 8188 people per square kilometre. Singapore is considered 
a mega city by Bronger[3] definition and is ranked 3rd in terms of population density in the world by CIA 
World Factbook[4]. With this kind of population density, a small disruption to the critical infrastructures 
that only affects a small area in the country may have enormous effect on the population. In particular, the 
energy industry is one of the most important sectors in Singapore. Not only does a country use natural 
gas to produce electricity in power plants, but natural gas is also being used by other industries for other 
uses, and household uses. Any disruption to Singapore in the natural gas network will have tremendous 
impact to Singapore. Singapore has to find ways to protect and mitigate its energy security to avoid 
incidents like the power failure on 29 June 2004[5] that caused 300,000 houses to plunge into darkness, 60% 
of Singapore road traffic lights had become non-operational and an estimated cost of losses to business 
amounted to a total of SGD$6 million[6]. The 29 June 2004 power failure in Singapore was due to a series 
of failures ranging from equipment non-performance at ConocoPhillips’ onshore receiving facility (ORF) 
to non-performance of hot-switching (i.e., timely change of the fuel from natural gas to oil products for its 
turbines) on the Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGTs) in the power plants. Hot-switching is one of the 
example of contingency planning if gas is not able to be supplied to CCGTs in power plant, which failed to 
work when there is a need to. No matter the reason behind it, critical infrastructure stakeholders will need 
to be aware of events that might happen; even if safety features are already in place, effective emergency 
response action plans are needed to respond to the worst-case scenarios. In response to the 2004 incident, 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) has since been proposed by the investigation committee to diversify the fuel 
mix in Singapore. Another massive power outage happened in Singapore on 18 September 2018[7] at 
around 1.18 am in midnight and had affected 147,000 households, 2 hospitals and traffic lights along the 
road as the blackout happened all across Singapore in 19 different areas. Electricity was restored at 1.56 
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am, because of the timing of this event, there was not too much inconvenience to the public due to swift 
restoration. The preliminary investigation points to loss of power supply from two power generation units 
in the power plant, starting from a failure on one of the power-generating unit at Sembcorp Cogen Pte Ltd. 
and then the tripping of another power-generation unit at Senoko Energy Pte Ltd. while it was ramping up 
power generation to meet the uninterrupted power grid demand. Power was progressively restored in 38 
min with the help of other standby power generating units. These two incidents show the vulnerability of 
the complex electricity system in modern city.

Presently, all natural gas in Singapore is being imported, either from the neighbouring countries like 
Malaysia and Indonesia or through LNG via shipment from 4 main gas ORF. Around 95 per cent of 
Singapore’s electricity[8] is generated using natural gas, which makes the gas sector in Singapore very 
important as electricity is the core of the modern society.

In general, modelling of the gas and electricity networks is done independently while some researchers 
have attempted to combine both gas and electricity networks together. For the design and analysis of gas 
networks, the operating parameters (e.g., diameter, thickness, pressure, length, internal roughness, flow 
rate of the pipeline) are usually taken into account. Different researchers analysed the gas flow problem 
as an optimization problem that handles two conflicting objectives of power consumption and gas flow 
rate, based on three different network topologies[9]; two objectives that investigate the initial investment 
cost and the operating gas transmission cost[10,11], or a multi-objective problem that attempts to minimize 
fuel consumption in compressors and maximizing gas flow throughput[12]. Ruan et al.[13] attempted the gas 
pipeline problem from the perspectives of optimization of initial investment and simulation of the operating 
condition pipeline to show the model suitability to a practical scenario. Ríos-Mercado et al.[14] proposed a 
heuristic solution to optimize the gas transmission system through a cyclic gas network topology. Kabirian 
and Hemmati[15] also attempted to model gas network based on a nonlinear optimization model to design 
an optimal gas network structure based on long-term operating and capital cost. Woldeyohannes and 
Majid[16] developed a simulation model for natural gas transmission pipeline system that involves all basic 
principles of fluid dynamics, mass balance, and compressor characteristics. Much of the recent state of 
the art work in gas network model focuses on optimization problems in attempts to create a realistic gas 
network models through simulation processes.

For the design of electricity network, in particular electricity grid model, much research focuses on creating 
a realistic model for practical use. Medjroubi et al.[17] developed a way to model a realistic electricity grid 
using the open source data from OpenStreetMap, which helps to alleviate the common problem of data 
availability to a certain extent. The model provides a transparent way of providing assumptions made to 
fellow researchers as researchers in the public academic domain do not have access to the assumptions 
made by in-house researcher of critical infrastructures. It also provides simplification and documentation 
of the grid modelling method, which is neat in its way. Nardelli et al.[18] reviewed different electricity 
models used for modern smart grids, which determine both spatial and multilayer dynamics of a power 
system. The complexity (in the behaviour which results from the dynamics of the electricity grid) increases 
as moderation bring additional layers like the information network, renewable energy generation, 
making the electricity grid into a smart grid. Zhai et al.[19,20], Zhang et al.[21] and Zhai et al.[22-25] formulated 
a systematic way of tracing the source of cascading failure in a direct current (DC) electricity network 
through DC power flow equation. The initial disturbances causing a failure in one of the elements in a 
network might cause problems to other elements in the electricity network in the optimal control theory, 
and the magnitude of impact can be solved by the system of DC power flow equations.

When the coupling of gas-electricity network models is considered, several proposals have been made. The 
most common method is direct integrated formulation to achieve an integrated coupled energy system. 
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They are modelled using dynamic market mechanism to evaluate the effect of gas fuel uncertainty and 
its economic effect[26,27]. Munoz et al.[28] modelled the coupled network based on gas network model and 
connecting the electricity portion through gas-power efficiency equation and not by the electricity grid 
network model. Shahidehpour et al.[29] also attempted to model the coupling in this way, which avoids the 
modelling the physical gas infrastructure, and the interdependency is only through the production cost of 
the gas-powered power plant. Quelhas et al.[30], Correa-Posada and Sánchez-Martín[31,32], Urbina and Li[33] 
and Jaworsky et al.[34] modelled the coupling of gas-electric network as two independent networks, in which 
the efficiency of the energy flow can be evaluated. However, the networks modelled do not contain most 
of the technical operating parameters of the network, which makes the research work less realistic. Other 
integration of both gas and electric networks[35,36] involves the modelling of gas system (involving pipeline 
equation, compression station equation, mass nodal balance equation, thermal formulation, etc.), electricity 
power system (involving the power flow model) and lastly the coupling method (through energy efficiency 
model). Recent concept of sector coupling[37] whereby the pathways from power source (i.e., fossil fuel) to 
transport, residential and industry sector are also becoming popular recently.

This work does not aim to fill up the current research gap of a coupled gas-electricity network as this 
research is quite mature. Instead, the main aim is to use a feasible and simplified model that can make full 
use of publicly available real data to simulate the coupled gas-electricity network.

For the analysis in this paper, the Singapore gas network [Figure 1A][38] and IEEE 24-bus power system 
[Figure 1B][39] are used to illustrate the interdependency between natural gas and electricity infrastructures. 
An integral formulation[29,31,33] for the steady-state analysis of the gas and electricity coupled infrastructure 
system is being considered toward the effect of disruption (e.g., pump failure in gas network) on both 
networks. Based on the disruption occurred in both networks, the economic losses are evaluated. The 
economic losses can then be used in critical infrastructure interdependency model to evaluate the cascading 
economic impact of all other critical infrastructure in a nation [Figure 2]. Thereafter, using the overall 
impact evaluated from the critical infrastructure interdependency model, the worst case scenario based on 
any disruption can be evaluated via simulation. Critical infrastructure interdependency model based on 
Leontief ’s input-output model will be used to analyse the interdependencies of the critical infrastructure. 
Prior research using input-output (I/O) model for modelling critical infrastructure interdependencies[40-43] 
has proved the suitability of input-output model as a critical infrastructure interdependency model for 
this research. Using the method described above, the model can input realistic data from real open source 
public data. This will provide a good model to simulate how both systems are interdependent in the most 
simplified way possible, while simulating economic impact to a nation due to the simulated disruptions. 
This framework aims to simplify the simulation process to make it simpler and friendlier to researchers and 
potential stakeholders of the field.

MODELS USED
This section describes the model used to couple Singapore gas network and electricity grid, and how failure 
in gas network and electricity grid could result in larger economic losses.

Pipeline general flow model
In a high-pressure natural gas network, the compressors provide the pressure differences that maintain flow 
of the gas. However, in the context of Singapore, as the island nation is not very big in land size, compressor 
is not required. Therefore, the gas is pressurized at the supply’s source point (ORF) and subsequently flows 
through the pipeline directly to the gas sink point (power station).

A gas pipeline general flow equation[9,13] is used to model the gas network in Singapore,
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Where PLin and PLout represent the pressure of the pipeline at the input and output point. For simplicity, 
constant [13] is used. Note that λ represents the friction factor of the pipeline; 
ZL = 0.73 represents the gas compressibility factor in inlet/outlet of pipeline at 15 °C, specific gravity of 
0.9; Δ* represents the relative density of gas; TL represents the gas temperature in pipeline (288.15 K); Q0 
represents the volume flow of gas m3/s in standard state with the pressure 101,325 Pa and the temperature 
293 K; L represents pipeline length (m) from source to sink based on their geographical location; and D 
represents the pipeline diameter (m).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of (A) gas transmission network and (B) IEEE 24 bus power system.
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The friction factor λ is calculated based on the following equation:

 where                                                (2)

The relative density of gas Δ* is calculated by , where HHV is the high heat value of gas, 
WI is the Wobbe Index of gas. Based on Singapore gas supply code, the Wobbe Index of Singapore natural 
gas is 52 MJ/m2 and the HHV of the natural gas is 50.3 MJ/m2. Therefore, Δ* = 0.9347 kg/m3. Based on the 
Singapore gas code, the diameter of the pipeline D is 0.6 m, density of air ρ a = 1.225 kg/m3, the coefficient of 
dynamic viscosity of gas μ  = 1.0037*10-5 Ns/m2, and the pipe roughness Ψ  = 0.046*10-3 m. The flow rate, Q, 
is dependent on the needs of each power station and will be discussed in the next section.

The assumptions used in our gas network model are that the gas flows in an isothermal manner; there are 
no compressors due to short network in Singapore context; mass nodal balance is achieved throughout the 
period of gas transmission; and there is no contingency of alternative fuel.

Electricity grid DC power flow model
For simplicity, a DC power flow model[19-25] is used to model Singapore power grid system. DC power 
flow model is a suitable substitute for alternating current (AC) power flow in high voltage transmission 
network as DC model can help in reducing computation effort without sacrificing the validity of the results 
as compared to AC power flow model[44,45]. Zhai et al.[19,20], Zhang et al.[21] and Zhai et al.[22-25] modelled the 
state of the transmission line in a power system while computing the DC power flow to handle overloading 
problem in a power network. The cascade model that characterizes the connection state of the transmission 
line Bus i and Bus j is given by:
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Where  and nb is the total number of buses in the DC power system. σ is a 
tunable positive parameter. Pij refers to the transmitted power on the transmission line that links Bus i 

Figure 2. Propagation of critical infrastructure losses into input-output (I/O) interdependency model.
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and Bus j, and cij denotes its power threshold. g(Pij, cij) = 1 represents that the transmission line is in good 
condition while g(Pij, cij) = 0 will means the transmission line has been broken due to power overloading. 
The DC power flow model is given by:
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where Pi represents the injection power of bus i; θ i and θ j represents the voltage phase angle of Bus i and j, 
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The first part of the electricity network cost function Equation (5), , is differentiable by  and 
quantifies the power state or connectivity of power networks at the final step of cascading blackout where 

 represents the admittance vector for the n transmission lines at the m-th step. 
The second part of Equation (5) characterizes the control energy at the first ι  time steps with the constraint 
1 ≤ ι  ≤ (m - 1), uk = (uk,1, uk,2,..., uk,n)

T denotes the control input on transmission lines, k, at each step. m 
is the total number of cascading steps in power networks, and ε  is a small positive weight. The electricity 
network cost function  of Equation (5) represents the power state or connectivity of power 
network, or the sum of element power at the end of cascading effect in the electricity network. Equation (5) 
will be used to evaluate the efficiency of the network.

The protection scheme used in this power grid model is the recurring protection scheme[25] used in Zhai’s 
2019 paper in which the wide-area protection and control system takes remedial actions and implements 
corrective control measures by regulating the injected power on buses at two consecutive cascading steps 
(i.e., m step, m + 1 step). Only two consecutive steps are taken into consideration for protective actions, 
as protective actions on more cascading steps will greatly increase the computational complexity of 
the optimization problem, which is not the aim of this work. Recurring protection scheme allows load 
shedding and generation ramping/tripping while implementing the protection scheme. The generation 
ramping/tripping can be achieved by changing the injected power on the generator buses, while load 
shedding can be achieved by changing the injected power on load buses. The formulation of the recurring 
protection scheme can be found in Zhai’s 2019 paper[25].

Overall, the cascading failure process of power grids can be regarded as the outage model of branches that 
characterizes the redistribution of power flow and protective relays in power systems while the protection 
schemes ensure that the cascading failure process converges, stabilizing the power grids with the least cost.

The coupling of the cascading model and the DC power flow model enables us to find the potential issue 
when disturbances are introduced into the electricity grid in terms of the magnitude of disturbance that 
occurred at each transmission line or bus. Overloading might cause the fault of an electricity grid system, 
like the power outage that caused the blackout in Singapore in 2018. More details of the model can be 
found in Zhai et al.[19,20], Zhang et al.[21] and Zhai et al.[22-25].

Critical infrastructure interdependency input-output model
The Leontief I/O model is a quantitative economic model that expresses the interdependencies between 
all economic sectors in a country[40-43]. By using I/O model, researchers will be able to find the overall 
economic impact of a disruption to a nation through the introduction of disruption from any economic 
sector represented by its corresponding critical infrastructure. The I/O model requires the I/O table to 
work. In this paper, the 2014 Singapore input-output table[46] is used. Singapore input-output table are 
usually updated every 3-5 years, in which the tedious collection process will take another 1-2 years to 
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collate all data from every single industry doing business in Singapore. The list of 71 economic sectors 
shown in 2014 Singapore input-output table are listed in Supplemenatry Material 1. All assumptions of the 
I/O model described in Lin’s papers[40-43] apply here.

The I/O model is formulated based on the demand-pull I/O quantity[47]. Assuming that the economy is 
categorised into n sectors, with xi representing the total output of sector i, zij representing intermediate 
sales by sector i to all other sectors j, and fi representing the final external demand for goods and services 
produced by sector i, the Leontief I/O model is formulated as follows:

                                     (6)

Equation (6) describes how sector i supplies goods and services to sector j and satisfies the final external 
demand fi for sector i. Z represent the input-output table which consists of the flow of goods and services 
between each economic sector. After some matrix computation, equation (6) can be formulated as follows: 

ΔX = (I - A)-1ΔF                                                                         (7)

Details of how equation (7) can be arrived from equation (6) can be found in Lin’s papers[40-43]. The term 
(I - A)-1 is commonly known as the total requirement matrix of the I/O model and is also referred to as 
the interdependency matrix that determines the strength of dependency between critical infrastructure 
sectors[47] in this study. The greater the monetary transactions between two industry sectors in an economy, 
the more interconnected they are. The difference ΔX is the change in overall impact for all economic 
sectors due to the cascading impact from ΔF. The change in final external demand ΔF is used to estimate 
the initial impact due to a disruptive event [e.g., a disruptive event causing a power plant to be shutdown, 
resulting in the inability to satisfy external demand (ΔF) for electricity].

In this work, the gas network and the electricity grid are coupled based on the pipeline general flow model 
and the electricity grid DC power flow model presented. The drops in efficiency (or network performance 
as described in Lin’s paper[40-43]) of the coupled critical infrastructure network due to a disruption are 
evaluated. These drops in efficiency will be used as the input parameter of the critical infrastructure 
interdependency input-output model[40-43].

As a comparison, the main differences between this work and the work done by Lin[40-43] are:

(1) The mathematical model of the two critical infrastructures used in this work are more realistic as 
compared to the previous topological network model.
(2) The gas and electricity grid networks are coupled together by an energy efficiency model that will be 
described in a later section as compared to the previous non-coupling of two networks in Lin et al.[41] work.

As a result, this research is unique as it looks at the combination of (1) how the disruption to a coupled gas-
power network could propagate within the coupled network while also looking at (2) the economic impact 
to a nation. This work is thus an improved research work of Lin et al.[41] and further researches on how I/O 
model could be used to evaluate economic impact across different sectors [Supplemenatry Material 1] in a 
nation, even if the industries are not physically connected. There are literatures of researches on two parts 
of the problem independently using different methods. However, this research work combines both parts 
and creates the framework to tackle economic impact described in the next section.

Methodology
The flow of this research work is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, the construction of gas and electricity networks 
needs to be finalized for use in the analysis. The parameter requirements for gas and electricity networks 
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are explained in the previous section on models used. The general flow fluid model is implemented on the 
gas network while the DC power model is implemented on the electricity grid network.

The gas and electricity networks are coupled together accordingly to the flow rate of the gas at a pipe node 
and the rated capacity/generator power of a power plant in ranking manner; this is potentially the best 
way to couple both networks without knowing the real connection between them. The data of the coupled 
connection (gas-electricity network) are shown in Table 1. The 2D physical connection and the 3D view 
of Jurong Island section for the gas-electricity network are shown in Figure 4. The red pillar represents the 
interconnection of the gas and electricity network while black and green line presents gas and electricity 
network respectively in the 3D view of Figure 4. Figure 5 presents Singapore gas network with the gas off-
take point labelled. There are 5 red nodes in Figure 5, representing the 5 input gas nodes in the network. 
This is just a way around the problem as most of the time, the exact connection and the coupling point 
to any known critical infrastructure are of national security concern and are thus not publicly available. 
Furthermore, the exact GIS location of gas and electricity entities are not usually released. Therefore, the 
GIS location of gas nodes and electricity nodes should not be viewed as the absolute location of the entities 
and should be viewed as a case study example. Connecting the gas and the electricity networks aims to 
simulate the scenario where the known highest gas output node will have the highest chance in providing 
the natural gas to the electricity node which has the highest rated capacity of power plant.

Due to the coupled connections as shown in Figure 4, an energy efficiency formula is used:
P = HHV*efficiency*Q0                                                                     (8)

Where P represents the power generated from the fuel in Joules/second or Watts (W), HHV represents the 
high heat value or gross heating value of the fuel input, efficiency represents the efficiency of the combined 
cycle gas turbine (CCGT) system, and Q0 represents the flow of natural gas input into the CCGT system. 
The gas parameters follow the Singapore Gas supply code[38]. The energy efficiency formula is used to 
convert the natural gas input, Q0, at the gas node into the power generated output, P, at the electricity node.

Figure 3. Flow of analysis.
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Based on Figure 3, the next step will be to implement scenarios that might potentially happen. The two 
scenarios that are being modelled are described as the following:

Scenario 1: Failure at gas source point (e.g., gas leakage at gas source or along the pipeline)

In order to maintain the amount of gas flow that is required by a power station (by capacity of the power 
station),  where , PLout = 0. By evaluating the threshold of PLin for all nodes 
in the gas network based on 4 main gas source pipelines, the outcome will evaluate which gas node (and 
corresponding power station) is the limiting factor if PLin drops to a terminal state and starts to cause 
problem (insufficient natural gas supplied to power plant to produce the amount of electricity required by 
the country).

Table 1. Coupled connection of gas-electricity network

Ranking of gas 
supply node Gas network node Q0 m3/s

Ranking of rated 
capacity of the 

power station node

Electricity network 
node

P_D (Generator 
power)

5 6 27.005 5 7 125
10 7 6.953 10 22 0
11 8 5.3015 11 23 0
3 9 48.708 3 13 265
8 10 13.618 8 2 97
6 11 27.005 6 1 108
2 12 51.027 2 15 317
7 13 26.508 7 16 100
9 14 13.254 9 21 0
4 15 44.400 4 14 194
1 16 92.777 1 18 333

Figure 4. 2D view on coupled connection of gas-electricity network and the 3D view (with 2 different angle) of Jurong Island coupled 
network section.
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Scenario 2: Failure at gas sink point (e.g., gas not supplied to a particular power station)

This failure happens at the gas output (PLout) point (power station). The evaluation will only take into 
account the gas flow (Q0) into the power station and do not require general flow fluid model to simulate 
the gas network. 1, 2 and 3 gas node combinations will fail simultaneously, which accounts for the 
corresponding effect on electricity model, and the economic impact to the country.

One main assumption made in this analysis is that the 4 main gas pipelines are not connected and do 
not supplement one another if an event occurs at either gas pipeline. This is because each pipeline and 
its connecting gas off-take point are normally bound by contracts. Although gas pipeline might be 
interconnected somewhere in the network, the gas off-take point will only be obliged to consume the gas 
in their own pipeline sourced by their individual gas supplier. Gas taken from other pipelines is subject to 
heavy penalty according to the Singapore gas code.

RESULTS
In this section, the simulated results for scenarios 1 and 2 will be presented:

Scenario 1: Failure at gas source point (e.g., gas leakage at gas source or along the pipeline)

Due to simulated failure at gas source point, the pressure in each of the 4 main gas pipelines drops, causing 
disruptions to power generation in the electricity network because of insufficient flow of natural gas to fire 
up the power plant at the correct electricity output rate. Table 2 presents the critical pressure threshold 
for the 4 main gas pipelines with the limiting power station being “marked with an asterisk*” under the 
limiting power station column. Do note that the first 3 gas pipelines serving gas node 6 to 13 are rated 
at 40-bar pressure, while the last gas pipeline serving gas node 14 to 16 is rated at 28-bar pressure. The 
simulated drop of pressure is set at 10,000 Pa intervals from the rated pipeline pressure (e.g., 4,000,000 
Pa, 3,990,000 Pa, 3,980,000 Pa, etc.) to 0 Pa in the pipeline to simulate the effect of pressure drop in the 
pipeline.

Figure 5. Singapore gas network with expanded view of Jurong Island gas network connection.
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Figure 6 presents the linkages of pipeline 1 (based on Sembcorp gas onshore 40-bar receiving facility) 
and its corresponding “Cost function vs. Pressure vs. Overall economic losses” graph. The results of the 
simulation model are presented in Supplemenatry Material 2. As critical pressure is reached and decreases 
further, the flowrate of natural gas in the pipeline will be affected (e.g., pipeline leakage). This graph is 
interesting because it shows the region where the critical pressure starts to cause negative effect to the cost 
function of electricity grid and the corresponding economic losses to the nation. Do note that the blue-
dotted line represents the overall economic losses on the right grid of the graph in Figure 6, while the red-
dotted line represents the cost function of electricity on the left grid of the graph in Figure 6. Pressure 
reading decreases from right towards left based on the bottom grid of the graph in Figure 6. As the pressure 
drops to 132,727 Pa in pipeline 1, Sembcorp Cogen will be the first power station to be affected by the 
pressure drop due to insufficient natural gas flow rate into the power station. The first red vertical line at 
132,727 Pa on the right in Figure 6 indicates the critical point where overall economic losses to the nation 
starts to increase due to a drop in cost function in electricity grid. As the drop in pressure deteriorates 
further, the next critical pressure 71,769 Pa of Power Seraya Station (refer to Table 2) is reached as indicated 
by the second red vertical line on the graph in Figure 6. When the pressure in pipeline 1 reaches 0 Pa, 
the overall economic losses will reach $2,206,935 per day to Singapore based on critical infrastructure 
interdependency model analysis.

Figure 7 presents the linkages of pipeline 2 (based on SLNG 40-bar onshore receiving facility) and its 
corresponding “Cost function vs. Pressure vs. Overall economic losses” graph. As there are 3 gas nodes 

Table 2. Critical pressure threshold of each gas pipeline @ HHV = 50.3 MJ/m3

Pipeline ID Gas node serving power station Flow rate (m3/s) Critical pressure 
threshold (Pa)

Limiting power 
station

Pipeline 1 (Sembcorp gas 
onshore 40 bar)

6 Sembcorp Cogen 27.00 132,727 *
7 Power Seraya Station (Jurong 

power station)
6.96 71,769

Pipeline 2 (SLNG 40bar) 8 Tembusu Cogen (Tuas power) 5.30 54,149
9 Tuas Power Station 48.71 597,537 *
10 Tuaspring 13.62 188,868

Pipeline 3 (Sakra onshore 
40 bar)

11 Sakra Cogen (Pulau Sakra power 
station)

27.00 58,684

12 Seraya Power Station 51.03 438,764 *
13 PacificLight Power Station 26.51 223,447

Pipeline 4 (Sakra onshore 
28 bar)

14 Sembcorp @ Banyan 13.25 119,953
15 Keppel Merlimau Power Station 44.40 385,941 *
16 Senoko Power Station 92.78 370,983

*Refers to the first power plant that is affected by the change of pressure within the gas pipeline.

Figure 6. Pipeline 1 (Sembcorp gas onshore 40-bar) with cost function of electricity grid vs. pressure vs. economic losses.
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connecting to power stations along pipeline 2 (SLNG pipeline), there are 3 critical pressure points in the 
“Cost function vs. Pressure vs. Overall economic losses” graph. The first initial critical pressure starts 
to occur at 597,537 Pa where overall economic losses are first incurred when pressure drops below this 
pressure level. Further economic losses occur at a slightly more accelerated rate at the second and third 
critical pressure point of 188,867 Pa and 54,149 Pa, respectively. When the pressure in pipeline 2 reaches 
0 Pa, the overall economic losses will reach $4,630,359 per day to Singapore based on critical infrastructure 
interdependency model analysis. When pipeline 2 [Figure 7] is compared with pipeline 1 [Figure 6], it is 
obvious that pipeline 2 is of more significant due to higher overall economic losses when pressure in the 
pipeline is completely lost.

Figure 8 presents the linkages of pipeline 3 (based on Sakra onshore receiving facility 40-bar) and its 
corresponding “Cost function vs. Pressure vs. Overall economic losses” graph. As there are 3 gas nodes 
connecting to power stations along pipeline 3 (SLNG pipeline), there are 3 critical pressure points in 
the “Cost function vs. Pressure vs. Overall economic losses” graph. The first initial critical pressure first 
occurs at 438,764 Pa where overall economic losses starts to be incurred when pressure drops below this 
pressure level. Further economic losses occur at a slightly more accelerated rate at the second and third 
critical pressure point of 223,447 Pa and 58,684 Pa, respectively. When the pressure in pipeline 3 reaches 0 
Pa, the overall economic losses will reach $6,808,967 per day to Singapore based on critical infrastructure 
interdependency model analysis. When pipeline 3 [Figure 8] is compared with pipeline 1 [Figure 6] and 
pipeline 2 [Figure 7], pipeline 3 is of more significant due to higher overall economic losses when pressure 

Figure 7. Pipeline 2 (SLNG 40-bar) with cost function of electricity grid vs. pressure vs. economic losses.

Figure 8. Pipeline 3 (Sakra onshore 40-bar) with cost function of electricity grid vs. pressure vs. economic losses.
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in the pipeline is completely lost. Moreover, the drastic increase of overall economic losses when pressure 
drops below 58,684 Pa shows the pipeline’s criticality.

Figure 9 presents the linkages of pipeline 4 (based on Sakra onshore receiving facility 28-bar and Attap 
Valley onshore receiving facility 28-bar) and its corresponding “Cost function vs. Pressure vs. Overall 
economic losses” graph. As there are 3 gas nodes connecting to power stations along pipeline 4 (SLNG 
pipeline), there are 3 critical pressure points in the “Cost function vs. Pressure vs. Overall economic losses” 
graph. The first initial critical pressure starts to occur at 385,941 Pa where overall economic losses starts to 
be incurred when pressure drops below this pressure level. Further economic losses occur at a slightly more 
accelerated rate at the second and third critical pressure point of 370,983 Pa and 119,953 Pa, respectively. 
When the pressure in pipeline 3 reaches 0 Pa, the overall economic losses will reach $11,658,859 per day 
to Singapore based on critical infrastructure interdependency model analysis. When pipeline 4 [Figure 9] is 
compared with pipeline 1 [Figure 6], pipeline 2 [Figure 7] and pipeline 3 [Figure 8], pipeline 4 is of more 
significance due to higher overall economic losses when pressure in the pipeline is completely lost. This 
pipeline is unique as it was the earliest known natural gas pipeline built in Singapore, having 2 input points 
to serve 3 output points within the pipeline. Pipeline 4 is the only natural gas pipeline that cut across 
Singapore from north to south-west and is also serving Singapore largest power plant, Senoko Power 
Plant. The updated gas code in Singapore has a natural gas pipeline standard of 40-bar after this pipeline 
was built. However, the updated gas code is not applicable to this pipeline as there would be complication 
on implementation from 28-bar to 40-bar. Plans on upgrading the pipeline is in discussion but will take a 
while before its implementation.

Scenario 2: Failure at gas sink point (e.g., gas not supplied to a particular power station)

In this scenario, the work will simulate a complete stoppage of natural gas supply to the power station 
via its connecting gas node. A complete and exhaustive search of 1, 2, and 3 gas nodes combination 
simultaneously cut off are simulated while evaluating the corresponding economic impact due to the 
stoppage of gas supply. This scenario will utilize the electricity cost function and the gas flow rate as a 
means to determine the drop in network efficiency to both gas and electricity networks. With the network 
efficiency deterioration, the drop in demand for gas and electricity sectors can be determined and used in 
the I/O model to evaluate the overall losses and cascading impact due to this disruption.

Figure 9. Pipeline 4 (Sakra onshore 28-bar & Attap Valley onshore 28-bar) with cost function of electricity grid vs. pressure vs. economic 
losses.
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For Scenario 2, the sample case impacting electricity grid nodes 1, 2, and 7, illustrated in Figure 10, will 
be examined to demonstrate how the evaluation process works. Table 3 describes the case in Figure 10 in 
terms of the affected gas node and the connected electricity node.

Using the information provided requires prior preparation. Table 4 tabulates the drop in network efficiency 
due to the loss of 3 electricity and gas nodes in the network, the electricity and gas market rate for 2016 
Singapore and the losses of electricity and gas sectors per day.

Using the economic losses per day in electricity and gas sectors in Table 4 as input to the I/O model using 
2014 Singapore I/O Table, the overall and cascading losses to Singapore can be evaluated. Figure 11 shows 
the top 10 highest cascading losses in economic sectors due to the drop in efficiency across electricity and 
gas sectors. While Table 5 shows the overall amount of cascading losses, the losses are divided into the 
overall losses per sector due to electricity disruption and gas disruption, respectively, for easier references 
in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Sample case of 3 gas nodes failure along SLNG pipeline causing electricity grid nodes 1, 2, and 7 to be affected.

ID Gas node Capacity, 
P (MW)

Flow rate, Qo, 
(m3/s) Gas source Total flow rate, 

(m3/s)

Corresponding linked 
node in IEEE 24-bus 

system
Active power in bus

10 Tuaspring 411 13.618 SLNG Terminal 
40-Bar

67.63 7 P_D drops to zero

9 Tuas Power 
Station

1470 48.708 2 P_D drops to zero

8 Tembusu Cogen 
(Tuas power)

160 5.302 1 P_D drops to zero

Table 3. Sample case of 3 gas nodes cut off from supply and the connecting electricity nodes associated

Cost function of electricity network Total flow rate of natural gas network 
(m3/s)

Case 0 (normal state) 101.06 356.56
Sample case 95.15 288.93
Drop in efficiency, % 5.848 18.967

Electricity Natural gas
Price @ 2016 SGD$ 18.5 cents/kWh 3.445 per million BTU
Cost per year @ 2016 SGD$ 9,543,521,000 1,143,455,784
Cost per day @ 2016 SGD$ 26,146,633 3,132,756
Losses in sector/day due to drop in efficiency 
SGD$

1,529,058 594,201

Table 4. Economic losses in electricity and gas sector per market rate in Singapore due to drop in network efficiency
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All cases of 1, 2, and 3 gas nodes combination have been analysed in the same way as Tables 3-5 and Figure 11. 
For one gas node disruption combination, 11 cases have been evaluated as there are a total of 11 gas output 
nodes. Table 6 shows the top 10 cases of node combination with the corresponding connected electricity 
node and the overall losses incurred if the disruption of the gas node happens. Figure 12 illustrates the top 
10 sectors with the highest economic cascading losses based on the worst case scenario (Case 11) for one 
gas node combinations.

For two gas nodes disruption combination, 55 cases have been evaluated due to the combination of 11 
gas output nodes. Table 7 shows the top 10 cases of node combinations with the corresponding connected 

Figure 11. Top 10 sectors in Singapore with highest cascading impact due to disruption in electricity and gas sectors.

Table 5. Overall and cascading economic losses to Singapore based on 2014 Singapore I/O Model

2014 SG I/O table Electricity sector Gas sector
Initial losses, Δfi, SGD$ 1,529,058 594,201
Final losses, Δxi, SGD$ 1,763,937 771,775

All economic sectors in Singapore
Overall losses to all sector in SG, ΔX, SGD$ 2,858,305
Cascading losses due to initial losses, (ΔX - ΔF), SGD$ 735,046

Rank in ascending order Case Gas node disrupted Power node disrupted Overall losses (SGD$)
1 11 16 18 8,175,771
2 7 12 15 4,449,830
3 4 9 13 4,183,794
4 10 15 14 3,230,345
5 1 6 7 2,112,584
6 8 13 16 1,947,059
7 5 10 2 376,367
8 6 11 1 366,692
9 9 14 21 180,236
10 2 7 22 94,870

Table 6. Top 10 cases for one-node disruption in gas network in terms of overall economic losses
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electricity node, and the overall losses incurred if the disruption of the gas node happens. Figure 13 
illustrates the top 10 sectors with the highest economic cascading losses based on the worst case scenario 
(Case 34) for two gas node combinations.

For three gas node disruption combinations, 165 cases have been evaluated due to the combination of 11 
gas output nodes. Table 8 shows the top 10 cases of node combinations with the corresponding connected 
electricity node and the overall losses incurred if the disruption of the gas node happens. Figure 14 
illustrates the top 10 sectors with the highest economic cascading losses based on the worst case scenario 
(Case 124) for three gas node combination.

On the whole, under scenario 2, if the correct gas node combination (1-, 2-, and 3-node combinations) has 
been selected, it may cause a drastic impact to the economic. This scenario could be used as a testbed to 
simulate which is the worst case scenario and which is the problematic node out of the 1-, 2-, and 3-node 
combinations. Node 16 seems to be the problematic gas node, as it seems to appear as the top in one-node 
disruption case, while featuring constantly throughout the top 10 of two-node disruption cases and once 
again, appearing in all top 10 of three-node disruption cases. Gas node 16 would require a special attention 

Figure 12. Top 10 sectors with highest cascading losses (Case 11) for one-node disruption in gas network.

Table 7. Top 10 cases for two-node disruption in gas network in terms of overall economic losses

Rank in ascending 
order Case Gas node disrupted Power node disrupted Overall losses (SGD$)

1 34 9 16 13 18 12,454,514
2 49 12 16 15 18 12,337,822
3 55 15 16 14 18 11,479,142
4 10 6 16 7 18 10,303,134
5 52 13 16 16 18 10,267,572
6 30 9 12 13 15 8,667,808
7 40 10 16 2 18 8,557,899
8 45 11 16 1 18 8,541,945
9 54 14 16 21 18 8,355,488
10 19 7 16 22 18 8,270,122
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if researchers have limited resources to mitigate all possible risks in economic loss. Overall, this scenario 
illustrates how the gas and the electricity sectors affect the national economy. The electricity sector has a 
bigger pie in terms of its effect on the economy. However, the upstream sector is gas sector for electricity 
generation and becomes very critical to the electricity sector if a major disruption happens to the gas 
sector. It is very obvious nowadays that electricity/power plant acts as critical infrastructure in the function 
of modern society; it will cause a lot of disruption, inconvenience and even danger if electricity security is 
not taken care of.

DISCUSSION
This work has analyzed the cascading impact of the known multiple critical infrastructure sectors in a 
country. The work also provides insights into the economic impact on a country when a disruption on 
critical infrastructures happens (considering the interdependency of critical infrastructures) and provides 
information about the amount and ranking of cascading losses for all economic sectors in a country due to 

Figure 13. Top 10 sectors with highest cascading losses (Case 34) for two-node disruption in gas network.

Table 8. Top 10 cases for three-node disruption in gas network in terms of overall economic losses

Rank in ascending order Case Gas node disrupted Power node disrupted Overall losses (SGD$)
1 124 9 12 16 13 15 18 16,616,565
2 130 9 15 16 13 14 18 15,757,885
3 161 12 15 16 15 14 18 15,641,194
4 24 6 9 16 7 13 18 14,581,877
5 127 9 13 16 13 16 18 14,546,315
6 39 6 12 16 7 15 18 14,465,186
7 158 12 13 16 15 16 18 14,345,864
8 45 6 15 16 7 14 18 13,606,506
9 164 13 15 16 16 14 18 13,570,944
10 115 9 10 16 13 2 18 12,836,641
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a prescribed disruption. For insurers and reinsurers, the results show their usefulness as part of catastrophe 
risk modelling and product pricing, in which the model could be used to simulate a range of different 
scenarios.

The advantage of modelling multiple critical infrastructures through the coupling of the gas and the 
electricity models via an energy efficiency model is the ability to model physical critical infrastructures 
in a more realistic and interconnected manner. However, the challenge of coupling multiple critical 
infrastructures is the ability to find a suitable physical model to suit the critical infrastructure and to find 
an interconnecting model to link two different critical infrastructures together. Moreover, as more critical 
infrastructures (3 or more, e.g.) are linked together, the chance is high for the overall encompassing model 
to become too complex. There may also be unknown linkages between two different critical infrastructures 
(e.g., gas and telecommunication critical infrastructures) which make the work more complex. The only 
option is probably to fall back to the usage of critical infrastructure interdependency input-output model 
and the pure modelling of critical infrastructure independently without any physical linkage between 
critical infrastructures. The usage of critical infrastructure interdependency input-output model will 
provide a basic linkage between all economic sectors which technically are able to help assist modelers if 
they are unable to visualize and model the unknown linkages among the infrastructure systems.

Using Singapore as an example, the reliance on gas and electricity has created positivity and negativity. The 
main motivations for using gas as the major source of power for electricity are the environmentally friendly 
nature as compared to fossil fuels, like crude oil or coal power generation, and the cost-effective nature of 
using gas than fossil fuels. Gas has been quite readily available from Singapore’s neighboring countries and 
with the introduction of LNG and Singapore’s building of massive supporting infrastructure to become 
a regional LNG hub, it is inevitable that LNG will be the trend of the future. However, with security in 
mind, the fact that Singapore doesn’t have any natural resource to self-produce electricity could mean that 
Singapore heavily relies on imported fuel resources. To make things worse, as of February 2020, plans are 

Figure 14. Top 10 sectors with highest cascading losses (Case 124) for three-node disruption in gas network.
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in place to stop natural gas supply to Singapore by 2023 as Indonesia intends to divert its natural gas for 
domestic market usage. Singapore could be in a more challenging situation (in terms of electricity security) 
given the development trend of its neighboring countries. For now, LNG seems to be one of Singapore’s 
possible solutions to fuel sustainability. However, things might change again as LNG depends on shipment, 
and stoppage of shipping route may also happen.

The work can also be further improved by using a more accurate electricity grid model and a gas pipeline 
model, and a suitable model that can couple both model together. However, such model might become very 
complex and increase the difficulty of usage to modeler. IEEE 24 bus electricity grid can also be replaced 
by a more realistic electricity grid to improve the model’s accuracy if the design and schematic of the 
electricity grid is available.
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